Steel Frames
Hotels

The Frame Programme
for Your Hotel
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Welcome to BOS Best Of Steel

BOS – So that your guests feel at home
A hotel is a temporary home for people with varying
needs. Originally an accommodation and food service
with exclusive flair, the hotel of today has become
more than ever living space, communication centre,
wellness area, shopping centre, coffee bar, event
venue etc.
BOS Best Of Steel has been producing steel frames
for doors and windows for over 40 years. BOS is the
market leader in Germany and leading in many other
European countries.
One of our most important tasks: the permanent
improvement of the steel frame, together with our
system partners. We combine craftsmanship with
cutting edge technology, matching colour and profile
concepts, mingling modern and classic.
We can put this accomplished combination of design,
function and efficiency into practice in your hotel.

Join us over the next few pages on our hotel
round-tour.
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The Perfect Frame for Every Door

Door elements from BOS Best Of Steel
Page

Frame and door in goldplated stainless steel: an
example from our First
Class Edition
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BOS Best Of Steel

Rooms & Suites

A Guaranteed Sense of Well-Being
The entrance to a hotel room meets
a range of requirements: design,
accessibility, soundproofing, fire and
smoke protection, burglar resistance
The guest enters his temporary home through
the door. This entrance element greets your
guest and should therefore be designed
representatively, giving a positive feeling right
from the start. BOS Best Of Steel combines
the required and certified functions of a door
element with appealing design.
We can provide door elements with
-

non-certified soundproofing

-

increased soundproofing

-

certified soundproofing

as well as
-

fire protection

-

smoke protection

-

burglar resistance

Soundproofing
Perfect soundproofing results from a combination of measures, for
example, the right choice of door, perfect adjustment of the door, a
good installation, double rebate frames, floor seals etc.
Our Architect Consulting Service can willingly help you further.

Latch adjustment

Double rebate

Lowerable floor seal
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Rooms & Suites

Fire protection

Smoke protection

Burglar resistance

Fire protection element

Smoke protection element

Burglar resistant element

Safety
BOS frames fulfil the requirements
for burglar resistance, smoke, fire
and sound protection in
combination with many approved
door leaves from notable
manufacturers. Furthermore, other
safety provisions such as triple
locks, door gap security and lock
reinforcements are also available.

Door hinges
For heavier door weights or for
highly frequented doors, special
hinges as well as hinges which
are adjustable in 3 directions
ensure a permanent faultless
function.

Colours
BOS frames can be powder
coated in all RAL tones. We can
also provide your individual
corporate colours for your hotel.
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Rooms & Suites

The Right Frame for Every Style
The future is here – now.
Trends in hotel furnishings are governed by
the expectations of the guests. Individual
solutions play a role in giving your hotel its
own personal touch and thus an unmistakeable
unique character. In our examples the focus
lies in a well accomplished interaction of
acoustics with the look and feel of the material
steel. With the pictures on the following pages
we would like to offer our help in developing
ideas, concepts and designs for your hotel
project.

Shadow groove frame with double rebate

Round architrave frame with double rebate

Top-light frame

Shadow groove frame

Round architrave frame

Sino frame (without architrave)
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Rooms & Suites

Design Diversity with ArtDeco
ArtDeco frames from BOS Best Of Steel open up
totally new possibilities in sophisticated architecture.
The steel is ennobled by adding an insert of a second
material. The insert can be matched to the material
used for the flooring, such as granite and marble, or to
the timber used for the doors. A particular focus can
be placed by using duo-material combinations with
aluminium or various types of glass, or through the
use of designs with integrated LED light points.
In this way a continuous design with increased quality
is achieved.

Stainless steel and coloured glass: an impressive combination

Floor and frame insert in perfect harmony

ArtDeco with convex timber inserts in the soffit
and architrave
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....with leather inserts

....or with milk glass inserts

Rooms & Suites, Conference Rooms

Flexible Technology with Thought
TEGO, the trend-setting system solution
TEGO elements offer fascinating functions
brought to life by a perfect system solution
with individual design.
TEGO was developed in a system partnership
between the world market leader DORMA and
BOS. It provides safe investment means for
your hotel project.
TEGO is an assured future solution offering
high flexibility of door and room functions
whilst simultaneously creating a substantial
reduction in the building and maintenance
costs. TEGO offers two alternatives, TEGO
Design, or TEGO Connect with the TEGO
Frame.
The TEGO Design element is the connection
between the wall and the door. All modules
required for building management, such as
escape route safeguards, access management,
room control, automatic door opener etc. are
housed within this construction.

TEGO Design: Multifaceted, with one
or three sided glass or timber infills

... on the hinge side and the opposite
side

You choose the surface colours
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Rooms & Suites, Conference Rooms

Even light switches, plug sockets and connections for

dismounted. The door does not need to be removed

cable ducts are integrated. Electrical building elements

for this process so that door and room functions can

can be retrofitted or removed at any time. The electro-

easily be changed.

nics are covered by attractive glass or timber infills.
After installation, all electronic elements and modules
An alternative solution is the system TEGO Connect with

are housed within the frame, safe from vandalism or

TEGO Frame. TEGO Connect houses the electronics

misuse. The TEGO Frame combined with many doors

and is concealed in the wall. Once the TEGO Frame is

from notable manufacturers is certified for fire

installed, it alone remains visible.

protection, soundproofing and burglar resistance.

Access to the door function modules is possible at
any time, as the TEGO Frame is quickly and simply

TEGO with acting leaf operator

Integrated electronics

The 2 part split system frame TEGO Frame is mounted on
completion over the TEGO Connect.

Connections are concealed within the frame
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Rooms & Suites

Simply Unwind
Efficient use of space,
barrier-free access
The bathroom has a particular value: it is
an oasis of comfort, where your guest can
unwind. Thus the bathroom furnishings are
a decisive part of the overall concept of your
hotel – it is a significant competitive factor
and as such an important starting point for
your hotel marketing.
BOS Best Of Steel door elements offer a crucial
contribution as they help to use the existing
space in an efficient and barrier-free way.
A feeling of space with appealing design.

An all-glass element with ArtDeco
frame

Space
required for an
active leaf door

Space-saving door with special frame

Space
required for a
space-saving door

Sliding door running in the wall

Sliding door: no space needed
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Rooms & Suites

Keep Everything in Sight
Transparency at its best: windows and
through-way frames

GlasTec glazing frames are manufactured according to
your wishes. The frames are individually matched in
size and shape to the building circumstances on hand.
The numerous combinations offer many solutions
for the widest range of uses such as sound and fire
protection.
Advisory service has top priority with the GlasTec
products. On request we can supply complete systems
(frame and glass), which are perfectly matched in all
details.
BOS through-way and counter frames offer a
decorative protection for wall closures and are
also available in unusual forms.

GlasTec

Additional Elements

Single glazing for various functions

Through-way frames for suites

Double glazing for various functions and designs
Round arch frames for suites
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Segmental arch frames

Wellness & Spa

Noble Surfaces – Perfect Atmosphere
Design, function and accessibility with
frames and doors in stainless steel
A wellness area offers an island of regeneration
and relaxation from the daily grind.
By using stainless steel elements from BOS
Best Of Steel, this island can do justice to your
high demands for a cultivated atmosphere.
Stainless steel complies to the modern
architectural requirements and is especially
suitable for use in extreme conditions. It is
corrosion resistant and features in general a
high resistance.
All BOS steel frames and doors are available in
stainless steel. BOS uses stainless steel in inox
304 (1.4301) and inox 316ti (1.4571).

All-glass doors with stainless steel frames …

… always a perfect combination
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Kitchen

Professionalism Behind the Scenes
Design, function and efficiency
The quality of the kitchen and its staff play a large role
in the satisfaction of your guests. BOS Best Of Steel
supports a perfect workflow within the kitchen with
various door versions .
Our sliding door frame LineaCompact with an
electrical operator can offer you for example:
• push button
• movement sensor
• remote control
• Push and Go function
• manual opening
• further functions / accessories
Our door elements are high quality, functional and
long-lasting. In steel and stainless steel.

Sliding door frame LineaCompact with electrical operator and
movement sensor
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Double acting door with porthole

Gastronomy

It Tastes as Good as it Looks
Design, function, durability
Spoil your guests not just with culinary
delights but with all their senses! A matching
room closure belongs to the perfect furnishings
of your restaurant.
Whether it is the connection to the lobby or the
through-way to the kitchen: trust your good
taste – and the multiplicity of design from BOS
Best Of Steel.
During the planning or renovation you should
constantly bank on the durability of steel
frames: at the end of the day they will be one
of the most used building elements in your
hotel.

Double sliding door

Telescopic sliding door
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Lobby & Conference Rooms

Meeting Points in a Pleasant Atmosphere
Design and technology
Are you looking for unusual, representative or
technically orientated solutions?
Whether decorative through-way frames or floor-toceiling door elements, robust casings for elevators or
our TEGO Frame System for the concealed housing of
technology in a conference room: the possibilities for
the use of steel frames are as diverse as their designs.
Further information regarding our TEGO Frame
System can be found on pages 8 and 9.
Our Architect Consulting Service is happy to support
you with the planning. Together we can find an
individual solution for your requirements.

Floor-to-ceiling frame without headpiece,
with a timber infill
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Stainless steel elevator casing

TEGO Frame System for use in conference
rooms

Utility Sector

Hidden Function
Steel door elements for administration,
personnel areas, hallways, storage,
corridors, underground car parks etc. –
functional and efficient
The utility sector is the heart of every hotel. In
this field the durability of the door elements is
particularly essential. BOS Best Of Steel has
the ideal products for this area of use.
Our door frames are sturdy and long-lasting.
Window elements contribute to light rooms
thus saving energy. BOS steel frames are
therefore especially suitable for the demands
in administrative and personnel areas. The
most diverse profiles and design possibilities
fulfil extensive architectural and functional
demands.

All-glass door element with glass infill

Element frame with top-lights and
side parts

Frame with steel door for storeroom
in the cellar
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Utility Sector

Fire protection, smoke protection, burglar
resistance, design
Steel door elements from BOS are an economic
solution with an attractive design.
We can offer you aesthetic doors in flush or
rebated designs that fulfil the demands of modern
architecture: clear line management, high quality
materials, perfect surfaces and proven function.
Doors from our fire protection product range ensure
your safety. These door elements are certified
according to DIN and EN and are in part also tested for
burglar resistance, smoke and heat protection as well
as soundproofing.
In terms of design, there are various possibilities.
Vision panels, appealing special armatures, individual
colouring and various surface designs are feasible.

Frame for subsequent installation, 2 part
split, split in the rebate

Frame with large top-light for the hotel
laundry
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Escape doors with panic bars

Wrap around frame and rebated door leaf

Barrier-Free Accessibility

Comfortable Entry
Increased convenience, design, function

Barrier-free accessibility is not just for disabled
people a pre-requisite for self-determined
living and stress-free holidays. Other people
with limited mobility, for example parents
with small children, injured or elderly citizens,
benefit from accessibility measures. Barrierfree entries provide increased convenience and
more quality of life.

Automatic sliding door running in the wall
Specialist planner for
barrier-free building

BOS products fulfil all the requirements for barrier-free accommodation
establishments in the categories A, B and C.

Tectus concealed hinge

Space-saving door with special frame

SafetyDesign frame for the
protection of children’s fingers
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Renovation

Old House in New Glamour
Flexibility, design, function
In cases of renovation, especially in an operating
business, it is very important to have a partner at your
side who has the cutting edge and helps you with the
development, detailed planning and project support.
Renovation frames are available in a wide range of
designs, for example with slotted hole cut-outs for
foaming on site or as a corner frame with a special
diagonal fastening system for brick walls.

All BOS renovation frames are available primed, powder coated or
in stainless steel and are suitable for both brick and stud walls.

BOS steel frames for hotel renovations
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Particularly easy to install because of patented
levelling anchor with guiding anchor

2 part split frame, split in the rebate, for
subsequent installation

FLEX : concealed anchor system with no visible
screw connection

3 part frame

Door and Frame Details

Remain Individual
Design, function, efficiency
BOS Best Of Steel offers you a wide range of frame profiles, door hinges, striking plates and
accessories. Optimize your door elements and create your own profile! The following pictures give
you a short insight into the large variety of possibilities.

Double leaved steel doors, centre
rebate flush

Panic bars and panic locks

Flush doors, also available with fire
and smoke protection

Integrated electronics

Electrical door openers, e.g. for double
leaved steel doors with inactive door leaf

Cable loops, e.g. for motor locks, SVPlocks, bolt control etc.

Various glass vision panels

Integrated door closers with sliding rail

Lowerable floor seal for smoke
protection and soundproofing
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Door and Frame Details

BOS corner cover profiles
Corner covers in various designs
protect corners and edges from
„daily knocks”, e.g. from suitcases,
hanger caddies and service trolleys.

2mm material thickness

Triple locks

Door gap security

VX hinges for 3D adjustment

Concealed hinges

Bolt/latch hole reinforcements

Lock hole
position 4.3mm

rebated

Double rebate
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Latch entry guard Clip & Cover

Latch adjustments

Lock hole position
17mm (other
measurements
available on request)

flush

BOS Best Of Steel

The Company

Specialists since 1967

BOS Best Of Steel has been manufacturing steel frames for doors and windows for over 40
years. Consistent customer orientation, reliability and punctuality as well as high flexibility are
the main foundations of our company. BOS is the market leader in Germany and leading in
many other European countries.
As a supplier of systems and a problem solver, we place great value on a high level of quality in
all areas. The service each employee offers our customers contributes decisively to our mutual
success.

How it all began

From quality management …

… to customer service: perfection
and service always come first
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BOS Best Of Steel

How Do We Set Ourselves Apart From Others?
BOS inspires

Whilst searching for ways of improvement we decided for the furtherance and
inclusion of our employees. We have successfully established the Japanese method
„Kaizen“ in the production and administration departments and further developed it
into the „Daily Improvement Process“.
Our aim: We want enthusiastic customers …
... and enthusiastic architects.
The success of our partners is
decisive for our success.

Our employees
•
•
•
•

communicate clearly
are team orientated
systematically inform
actively take part in our daily
improvement process
• enjoy their work and their results

The basis of our success:

• a perfect command of daily
business
• always quick and reliable
• trustworthy cooperation
• quality in word and deed

Our managers

• have an ”ear“ for their employees
• actively include employees in decision making
• have an ”eye“ for strengths and weaknesses
and a ”hand“ for delegating
• set a good example

Quality

Environment

Safety
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Specialist planner for
barrier-free building

BOS uses an
”Integrative
Management
System”, as
only certified
quality prevails.
Permanent
check-ups and
continuous
improvement
processes are the
cornerstones of the
BOS quality.

We Will Gladly Support You ...
… with our Architect Consulting Service
BOS is the market leader for steel frames. We fulfil the high customer
expectations placed upon us in regard to high quality products as well as
excellent consulting, delivery and after-sales services.

We can offer you
• Concept solutions for your project
• Complete system solutions for the door element
• Individual solutions for your needs
• CAD drawings at short notice
• Support with tender specifications
Our service is free of charge!

• Tel.:

+49 25 72 - 203 204

• Fax:

+49 25 72 - 203 209

• E-Mail:

architekten@BestOfSteel.de
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BOS Architect Consulting Service

BOS GmbH Best Of Steel
Lütkenfelde 4
D - 48282 Emsdetten
Tel.:
Fax:
E-Mail:
Web:

+49 25 72 - 203 0
+49 25 72 - 203 109
info@BestOfSteel.de
www.BestOfSteel.de
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